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Q1. What did Margie write in her diary?  

Ans. Margie wrote in her diary, "Today (May 17th, 2157) Tommy found a real book !"  

Q2. Had Margie ever seen a printed book before?  

Ans. No, Margie had never seen a real book before. She had only heard about a 

book from her grandfather.  

Q3. What things about the book did she find strange?  

Ans. Margie found many strange things about the book:  

(a) Its text did not change as on a computer screen. 

(b) Its pages had a limited number of words unlike the computer screen. 

(c) Its pages had turned yellow and wrinkled.  

Q4. What do you think a tele-book is?  

Ans. A tele-book means a book shown on a television screen rather than printed and 

bound.  

Q5. Where was Margie's school? Did she have any classmate?  

Ans: Margie's school was in the room next to her bed-room. No, Margie had no 

classmate to interact with.  

Q6. What subjects did Margie and Tommy learn?  

Ans. Margie learnt Geography and Mathematics whereas Tommy learnt Mathematics 

and History. 

-----------------------------------------Part-11nd----------------------------------------- 

Answer the following with reference to the story:  

1. "I wouldn't throw it away."  

(i) Who says these words?  

Ans: Tommy  

(ii) What does 'it' refer to? 

Ans: The book  

(iii) What is fit' being compared to by the speaker? 

Ans: The tele-book  

2. "Sure they had a teacher, but it wasn't a regular teacher. It was a man".  

(i) Who does 'they' refer to?  

Ans: to students centuries ago  

(ii) what does 'regular' mean here? 

Ans: ever-present  
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(iii) what is 'it' contrasted with?  

Ans: mechanical teacher  

-------------------------------------------Part-111rd-------------------------------------- 

Answer each of these questions in a short paragraph (about 30 words):  

Q1. What kind of teachers did Margie and Tommy have?  

Ans. Margie and Tommy had virtual teachers. These teachers were computers fitted 

with latest programmes to deliver lessons suitable for various age-groups of 

students.  

Q2. Why did Margie's mother send for the County Inspector?  

Ans. Margie was not doing well in her geography tests. It worried her mother. She 

sent for the County Inspector to check where the problem lay with Margie or with 

the virtual teacher.  

Q3. What did he (County Inspector) do?  

Ans. The County Inspector gave Margie an apple to see her mental behaviour. Then, 

he tested the computer and found its working faulty. He shot the problem and it 

began to work.  

Q4. Why was Margie doing badly in Geography? What did the County 

Inspector do to help her?  

Ans. Margie was doing badly in Geography, because the computer’s Geography 

sector was working too fast for her age. The County Inspector set its speed as 

suitable for Margie.  

Q5. What had once happened to Tommy's teacher?  

Ans. Tommy's virtual teacher had developed a snag and its History slot had become 

blank, i.e. stopped displaying anything. So, it was taken away for repairs. It could be 

all right in about a month.  

Q6. Did Margie has regular days and hours for school? If so, Why ?  

Ans. Virtual classes have no regular days and hours. These classes were always there 

and Margie could gain access to them anytime though her mother had fixed a time 

for her.  

Q7. How does Tommy describe the old Kind of school?  

Ans. Tommy says that old-type schools had a building and human teachers, who 

delivered the same lessons to children of the same age- group. The students had to 

go there for study.  
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Q8. How does he describe the old kind of teachers?  

Ans. Tommy says that old teachers were humans. Margie said that how could 

humans be teachers. Tommy replied that it was possible and that they taught, gave 

home-work and held tests.  

-----------------------------------------Part-4th------------------------------------------- 

Answer each of these questions in two or three paragraphs (100-150 words) 

Q1. What are the main features of the mechanical teachers and the school-

rooms that Margie and Tommy have in the story?  

Ans. The mechanical teachers consist of a good audio-video system with a screen to 

display the lessons, home-work, as well as, tests. It speaks in a mechanical voice and 

tone. It can be adjusted to the level of various age-groups. It has slots to put in 

homework and tests, etc. It can also give a quick feedback to, whatever is put in. It 

can store large information. Its screen is its page and it can display countless words.  

Above all, it is always there and a student can study at his/her convenience.  

As for the school-rooms, it is not a special building. It can be anywhere-a place, 

where an audio-video system can be placed with a Screen. But it is as, lonely, as 

anyone can be. The student is a class by himself/herself. Moreover, the classrooms 

can be uttered dismay, if the mechanical teacher develops a snag. There is complete 

absence of friends, fun, chatting. In short, the school rooms are glumly, lonely,  

when compared with an old school-room full of hustle and bustle.  

---------------------------------------Book work------------------------------------------ 

1. Find sentences in the lesson, which from the adverbs given below:  

Ans.  

words Adverbs Sentence 

Awful 

Sorrowful 

Complete 

Lofty 

Careful 

Different 

Quick 

Non-chalant 

 

awfully  

sorrowfully  

completely  

loftily  

carefully  

differently  

quickly  

non-chalantly 

it was awfully funny.  

He had shaken her head sorrowfully.  

History sector had blanked out 

completely  

He added loftily  

pronouncing the word carefully 

Each kid has to be taught differently. 

Buddy takes chocolate quickly 

"May be", he said non-chalantly. 

Q2. Now use the above adverbs to fill in the blanks in the sentences given 
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below:  

(i) The report must be read_________. so that performance may be improved 

(ii) At the interview, Sameer answered our questions shrugging his shoulders ______ 

(iii) We all behave _________ when we are tired or hungry.  

(iv) The teacher shook her head______ when Ravi lied to her.  

(v) I forgot about it________  

(vi) When I complimented Revathi on her success, she just smiled and turned 

away_____  

(vii) The President of the company raised his head and __________ 

(viii) I finished my work, so that I might go out to play __________ 

Ans. (i) carefully; (ii) awfully; (iii) differently; (iv) sorrowfully; (v) completely; (vi) 

nonchalantly; (vii) spoke loftily; (viii) quickly.  

Q3: Make adverbs from following adjectives 

Ans:  

Adjectives Adverbs Adjectives Adverbs 

Angry 

Happy 

Merry 

Sleep 

Ease  

Angrily 

Happily 

Merrily 

Sleepily 

Easily 

Noise 

Tidy 

Gloomy 

Thoughtful 

Beautiful  

Noisily 

Tidily 

Gloomily 

Thoughtfully 

Beautifully  

Q4: Complete the following conditional sentences. Use the correct form of the 

verb? 

Ans:  

 If I don’t go to Anu’s party tonight, She will be angry. 

 If you don’t telephone the hotel to order food, you will miss your meal. 

 Unless you promise to write back, I will not write to you. 

 If she doesn’t play any games, she will grow obesity. 

 Unless that little bird flies away quickly, the cat will pounce on it 


